Introducing our first MikroTik Ceiling AP- cAP 2n!

RouterBOARD cAP-2n (ceiling Access Point) is our first 2.4GHz ceiling AP. Inconspicuously designed, it blends into the environment, perfect for hospitality business like hotels, airports, shopping malls etc. cAP-2n supports 802.11b/g/n and can be powered by PoE. It’s a perfect companion for the MikroTik CAPsMAN (controlled AP system manager), allowing you to control all your AP devices from one central location.

Unlike traditional controller software, which requires a separate PC/Mac to run, our CAPsMAN runs on any existing RouterBOARD device in your network. No need for a separate controller machine. Everything is included to get you started, wall/ceiling mount, PoE injector, power adapter and even the screws and screw anchors.

$49.95

- Indoor ceiling AP
- 2.4GHz
- Looks like a smoke detector
- Unobstructive and inconspicuous
- RouterOS L4 included

The CAPsMAN controller then manages all cAP access points from a single location - no need to connect to each one, just one click and all settings are updated.
RB850Gx2

The RB850Gx2 is a five port Gigabit ethernet router. Comparing to the RB450G, the RB850Gx2 is much faster, with a dual core CPU, yet it still retains the same form factor, and will fit into the same enclosures.

The device is powered by a 500MHz dual core P1023 PPC CPU, and also includes a temperature sensor and voltage monitor.

Radome for mANT

The radome Cover Kit is now available for our mANT 30dBi parabolic antennas! It reduces wind load, protects reflector surfaces from harsh environment, protects the antenna feed from falling objects, as well as positively affect the antenna sustainability and operational life. It’s made from a special material that has a low dielectric constant that does not reduce signal gain. A wide range of temperature and direct sunlight won’t affect it.

FTC

The FTC is a Fiber to Copper converter. Unlike many other media converters available on market, the FTC has an outdoor waterproof case with a lock screw for ease of installation. Unit has 12-57V PoE with 802.3af/at support. Comes with PoE injector and power supply.

RB911G-5HPacD

The RouterBOARD 911G-5HPacD is our low-cost small form factor CPE board with 802.11ac support. It’s perfect for building low-cost 802.11ac CPE devices, as the list price is only $79. Yet, the device is very powerful - it’s equipped with 720MHz CPU, 128MB RAM, Gigabit Ethernet port, power jack, and a 1300mW 802.11ac 5GHz Dual Chain wireless onboard. It comes with a RouterOS L3 license.
MikroTik is coming to visit you! We have very busy end of the year, with six MUM conferences scheduled. See our latest products, meet MikroTik staff in person, and learn the latest in networking technology.

The MikroTik User Meeting (MUM) is a conference on MikroTik RouterOS software and RouterBoard hardware. Listen to presentations, ask questions, talk with specialists and see interesting technology demos by MikroTik and the users themselves - all here, at the MUM.

Register now, FREE ONLINE REGISTRATION without lunch and RouterOS license, or PAID entry that includes T-shirt, Lunch and a RouterOS License.

This is your chance to also show YOUR experience and tell others about your company. Sign up as a Visitor, Presenter, or for a Technology demo table space (email us). There is no minimum requirement for attending, it doesn’t matter if you are an experienced MikroTik user, or just heard about us - people from all around the world are coming to the MUM. See you there!

Register NOW at mum.mikrotik.com!
- meet'n'greet and network with FREE beverages
- RAFFLE prizes

Register here!